
How can I control my costs? How can I get more from my stock? What products 
will my customers be demanding next? How can I better manage my ingredients 
and commodities?

Most of the time, the answer’s already there. It’s just hidden in your data.

Barrachd’s Food and Drink Analytics Platform is designed to support the analytics requirements 
of the food and drink manufacturing industry, aimed at maximising the use of data for better 
planning and reporting. With a holistic view of the business, flexible ‘what if’ scenario planning 
and advanced analytics, FDAP helps you increase revenues and control costs.

FDAP creates a single version of the truth - as well as the ability to drill down to a granular level 

• Identify revenue opportunities between products, customers and distribution channels

• Focus on raw material and production costs to maximise margin per SKU

• Cross group, product and supplier analysis to support better procurement

• 

• Manufacturing QC with advanced analytics of machine/environment sensors

• Analysis of the complete supply chain for optimum stock planning and cost control.

We work in partnership with global whisky distillers, dairy producers, fresh fruit firms, soft drinks 
giants, leading seafood suppliers and biscuit bakers, helping them predict customer demand, 

Maximise the value in your data



Barrachd’s Food and Drink Analytics Platform is designed in modules allowing businesses to exploit 
their data right across the organisation.  

your business.

Commercial Planning
Create agile scenario modeling by SKU, brand, 
division and customer to facilitate accurate short- 
and long-term sales planning, production costs, 
overriders, distribution rates and promotions. 

Financial Planning & Analysis
From yearly budget setting to rolling period planning 
- integrate your sales plans from commercial models 
and import expenditure with adjustments for P&L, 
Balance Sheet & Cashflow planning. 

Procurement
Get a granular focus on product, supplier and time, to 
identify spend reductions, supplier quality and even 
fraud, providing detailed analysis to support your 
procurement. 

NPD Modelling
Scenario model costs, sales price, volume and margin 
for new products, based on existing SKU or customer 
profiles. 

Stock Planning
Ask “What-if” questions of stock and plan capacity to 
allocate materials, optimise product development and 
produce short-term manufacturing plans. 

HR/Payroll
Model workforce costs and productivity by employee 
or grade, providing comprehensive scenario and cost 

Manufacturing and Production Analysis
Drive productivity by analysing production line 
and machine sensor information to improve the 
manufacturing process; reducing waste, environmental 
damage and downtime whilst predicting incidents and 
driving proactive maintenace.

Quality and tracability
Analyse quality data and monitor ingredient tracability 
to boost transparency across the supply chain.

Customer Portal
A secure external customer portal enabling 
personalised, self service access to key customer 
reports. 

Marketing and Category Management
Incorporate social media and industry trends to track 
category performance, promotional activity, NPD and 
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